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ABSTRACT
Drones are a promising technology for parcel delivery since they are cost-effective, speedy, and environmentally benign. The usage
of autonomous delivery drones is a more recent way of delivery. The goal is to use an unmanned aerial vehicle to deliver packages
to a specific location, boosting delivery efficiency and reducing human effort. This requires electronic speed control [ESC] to
regulate the speed of the motor, as well as a global positioning system [GPS] to control the drone's longitudes, latitudes, and
elevation points. The key originality of this study is the implementation of obstacle avoidance and the placement of charging
stations where the battery can be charged or replaced.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous drones are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that use artificial intelligence (AI - based navigation and
operating software rather than a human pilot. These aircrafts execute duties and make judgments on their own, from
takeoff and landing to aerial site inspections and surveying.
Companies like Amazon are aiming to use drones for parcel delivery around the world. Many countries and businesses
have combined their initial drone deliveries with flights witnessed in Africa, Australia, Europe, and the United States by
large organizations such as Google, Amazon, UPS, and DHL. Commercial drone deliveries could be particularly valuable
first and last-mile urban deliveries, in quickly mobilizing emergency services, and in reaching places with weak road
infrastructure.
Recent extensive analysis in the field of delivery vehicles has focused on addressing the famous travelling salesman
problem, which involves calculating the shortest distance between a collection of points in space.
A novel robot navigation field applicator is used in the small-scale path planning to see the drone's environment.
Yakovlev et al. also made strides, since their constraint-based path charting approach was proven to be useful in
metropolitan situations. Aside from the mathematics-focused side of the discipline, efforts are being made to improve the
operational performance of drones. One group of researchers has been working on battery power management because
battery output performance is not linear and it is impossible to determine exactly how much energy is left for the drone to
use for flight. By creating an algorithm to monitor the battery's power, they were able to increase the dependability of
battery measurements by 16 percent. This enhanced steadiness and lowered the displacement of the drone.
An approach for minimizing the use of vehicles for these shipments is to expand the delivery zone. Another way is to
establish charging stations [12–16], where drones can charge or replace their batteries to extend their flying time. This
needs development costs, and only a few facilities may be of minimal utility. The drones can leave the warehouse at
numerous locations, fly to clients, and return to the warehouse at multiple moments.
This system assures cost-effective distribution to customers, but the customers who will be supplied must be on the bank
of destiny. A drone, for example, departs from the depot and/or flies freely to the client, drops off the parcel, and returns to
the depot and/or flies freely. This approach has at least two advantages:
1) It does not require a human operator.
2) It has a cheap transportation cost.
Several sub-objectives have been identified under the overall goal of autonomous delivery drone.
 To Provide a platform that connects administrators, moderators, and users via an internet website for Android
applications.
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 Use the autonomous drone to provide a more efficient delivery technique.
 Provide a way for connecting the platform to the delivery drone in order to perform a package delivery.
 To accomplish this goal, this system includes a platform with three major components (administration portal,
online website, and user portal) as well as an autonomous delivery drone with an advanced obstacle avoidance
system.
 To communicate with one another, this system employs a REST API.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
FedEx completed the first schedule e-commerce drone delivery in American history on Oct 18. It provided the contents
of the first on-demand, commercial drone delivery directly to the home in US through this pilot program.
Christopher Burke, Mary Magilligan and Hung Nguyen [1] describes the improvisation in drone delivery system by
installing the basket, that helps to hold the specified package. This upgradation helps in improving the accuracy of
delivering the package at the drop off location. It focuses on heavy traffic in road transportation, within the cities, the
companies are not able to deliver its products. Since, we are using vertical dimension above road, the drone will solve this
problem. UAV drone is a remote-controlled vehicle. It is pre-programmed to fly to its destination. When the address is
given as input as to it. The drone works at high speed and carry the load up to 2 kg.
About delivering critical medical supplies is dangerous and impossible because of poor system. Zipline’s avoid such
problems by using drones. The drones are used to carry medical supplies to remote areas. These drones are called zips, it
carries blood packets to required hospital within the range of the given area. At the time of emergency, doctors use
WhatsApp messenger to request medical products, which is packed within the drone and made into the air. Using GPS
navigation the drone reaches the specified destination, typically within an hour of interest. The zip drones, flies back to
home and it able to fly again after battery charging.

3. BACKGROUND
Autonomous Drone Systems with Advance Obstacle avoidance systems:
This system was created to control and monitor a drone designed specifically for object recognition. This system
computes object detection computations using a cloud-based web service and shares drone telemetry data using the Mav
Link protocol. This technology is also designed to control and monitor an autonomous drone with the use of a web or
mobile application. Because multiple applications can monitor the same drone at the same time, this employs a REST API
to connect with the remote application. The Carry Me drone can avoid obstacles in flight by using ultrasonic sensors
located in six directions and controlled by an Arduino Mega board and the NAZA-M lite flight controller.
However, due to the low sensitivity in ultrasonic sensors, the detection range is limited. It is preferable to have a long
detection range even in front of the drone so that the drone can respond to critical situations in flight more effectively. The
Sense and Avoid algorithm are the maneuverer that must be used in obstacle detection and avoidance. It repeats capturing
the map of the environment to anticipate the trajectory of other moving objects that would collide with the drone's flight
route. The avoidance procedure is further influenced by sensor and camera latency. Due to the analysis of the complete
frame to detect motion, most frame-based cameras have a higher latency than event cameras.

Figure 1 Drone Architecture

4. METHODOLOGY
An autonomous delivery drone's system flow begins with "Read GPS Position of Delivery Site," followed by "Taking off
from base to delivery site" and delivering the product. After processing the drone, return to the base.
GPS drones are outfitted with a GPS module that allows them to calculate their position in reference to an orbiting
satellite network. GPS calculates relative position and speed using the triangulation process, which frequently employs
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three or four satellite signals. By connecting to signals from these satellites, drones can perform tasks such as position
hold, autonomous flight, return to home, and waypoint navigation. The major components included:
1. Autonomous Drone
The autonomous drone includes a component for obstacle recognition and avoidance, a Raspberry Pi board, a
Pixhawk flying controller, a GPS sensor, and motor controllers. The Raspberry Pi board executes the required algorithms
and obtains sensor readings from the sensors. The MAV Link protocol is then used to control the Pixhawk flight
controller. Following that, the flight controller transmits the PWM signals required by the motor controllers to navigate
the drone.

Figure 2 Block Diagram of Drone System
The drone navigation algorithm's flow begins with the delivery location being entered. The drone will then
automatically set the current location as the home location (ground station). The drone then assesses whether the cargo is
loaded or not. If the package is loaded, the drone will take off and fly to the destination automatically. The drone then
lands at the designated location and waits for the consumer to accept the delivery.
When a shipment is accepted, it is removed from the container box and returned to its original position. The signal loss
management flow starts with the delivery location and other parameters being entered. The drone then saves the current
location as the home location, after which it will load the product into the drone and fly to the designated area before
starting the signal connectivity checking loop. If the signal fails, the drone will automatically return to its starting point.
2. Obstacle Detection and Avoidance
Obstacle avoidance is critical in autonomous flying to avoid collisions in mid-air. This condition can be addressed in
a number of ways. A monocular or stereo vision equipped with ultrasonic sensors is one such technology. The TFmini Plus
is a time-of-flight LiDAR sensor with +/-1% accuracy over 5 m to 12 m distances and +/-5 cm accuracy down to 10 cm.
The TFmini Plus identifies a wide range of interior and outdoor surfaces, including water, grass, snow, trees, and plants.
An autonomous drone, on the other hand, uses a single Raspberry Pi camera positioned at its front to gain a front view
of the flight and detect any incoming objects. After analyzing the camera feed using OpenCV in Python, the Raspberry Pi
converts it to grayscale with Gaussian Blur to restrict the number of colors for better processing. A 5 by 5 kernel is then
used to blur the image. The clever edge detection is then applied to the blurred image. The Canny algorithm is more
accurate, has greater localization, and responds faster.

5. RESULT

Figure 3 Prototype
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Figure 4 Mission planner setup
The above Figure 3 & 4 shows the prototype of the autonomous delivery drone and the setup of the Mission Planner for the
initialization of Drone. This helps the drone to go to the destination from the given way-points and to return to home
location

Figure 5 Setup for the initial flight mode

Figure 6 Autonomous Drone ready to Flight

Figure 5 and 6 shows how to setup for the initialize the flight mode through the window and the drone which is ready to
flight, which is ready to pick the payload and fly to the customer for the delivery.

6. CONCLUSION
An efficient drone delivery system, according to the prototype, is achieved through enhanced battery positioning as well
as the installation of a GPS system for accurate location recognition. Because of their high voltage per cell and great
energy density, lithium batteries are popular. The hexacopter drone is suitable for package delivery because to its low cost.

7. FUTURE SCOPE
The usage of drone technology and delivery drones is unavoidable. Soon, numerous industries will use drone technology
to innovate in areas such as surveillance, research, last-mile delivery, and so on. E-commerce behemoths have been at the
forefront of drone technology research, development, and patent filing. They are still investing in this field and are
working to reduce the cost of operations in last-mile delivery, improve delivery speed, and integrate drone technology with
mobile phone applications to create better customer experiences. Drone delivery services will only rise in the future years,
and businesses must continue to engage in drone delivery programmed and technological advancements to realize
operational growth and cost savings.
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